Triple Major Courses
Frequently Asked Questions
1. What are the Triple Major Courses offered by HITS?
Answer: There are two Triple Major programmesoffered at HITS keeping “Economics
and Political Science” as the core and an extra specialization, namely “Law &
Psychology” based on the interest of students and they are:
 Bachelor in Politics, Economics and Law
 Bachelor in Politics, Economics and Psychology
2. Why study a Triple Major programmeat the University level?
Answer: Pursuing a Triple Major programme develops systematic thinking combined
with a good understanding of practical knowledge and creates a research-oriented
atmosphere for exploring various disciplines.
3. What are thepre-requisites for pursuing a Triple Major degree?
Answer: The minimum qualification required to pursue a Triple Major Degree is aPass
in 12th Standard.
4. What is exceptional in a Triple Major programme?
Answer: It has an interdisciplinary approach and aspirants who have interest and are
looking for a wider range of subjects in their UG Programme can consider this
programme as a stream of study.The content of these programmes is specifically
designed to focus on the major core subjects involved by making sure that all the
combined subjects are covered in a detailed manner as an inter-disciplinary approach.
5. Will these courses help in making a student graduate in three different subjects
simultaneously?
Answer: Yes, of course it will! We at HITS focus on such inter-disciplinary approach to
make students to master all three subjects under one umbrella.
6. What are the possible benefits of the Law, Political Science &Economics Triple
Major Programme?
Answer:
 Individually each of these subjects have so much of exploring opportunities and are
unbelievably valuable when combined.
 By integrating knowledge and hands-on practice Politics, Economics and Law, students
develop adeep understanding of the dynamics that rule the associations between these
three fields.
 By studying these together with a proper flow,it empowers them to become agents of
change and have a meaningful impact in the world.
7. What are the possible benefits of the Triple Major programmePsychology, Political
Science & Economics?

Answer: The introduction of Psychology in these Triple Majors, gives insightto the
students on the fundamental processes underlying human behavior and helps familiarize
them with a few emerging fields and branches of psychology such as:
 Developmental Psychology,
 Social Psychology,
 Abnormal Psychology,
 Industrial Psychology & Consumer Behaviour.
 Health Psychology and Positive Psychology.
8. What are the vocational skills acquired through these Triple Major degrees?
Answer: You will develop a range of skills such as:
 Thinking logically and critically.
 Ability to simplify complex issues and extract the relevant pieces of information.
 Data analysis.
 Written and spoken communication.
 Problem-solving using your initiative.
 Time management.
 Commercial and cultural awareness.
 Teamwork and interpersonal skills.
 Research skills.
 Presentation skills.
 Political Administrators skill.
 IQ & EQ enhancements etc.
9. What is the unique feature of doing these courses together?
Answer:
 Prepares a new generation of analytical and strategic professionals who will
shape the future of governments, societies and organizations globally.
 A deeper view of reality that will allow the students to understand how
Economic and Political systems play an important role in developing strategic
solutions for organizations.
 Students will gain an understanding of how Economics, Politics, Law &
Psychology are inextricably bound together and how they can be applied to
real world situations.
 This extremely versatile degree can be exercised in a number of
professions.This is an exceptionally interesting course, teaching you about
how the world really works.
10. Are there notable &possible international standardizedareas to explore/specialize in
these Triple Major programmes offered?
Answer:
Global platforms always embrace a multi-disciplinary approach and it will give a way for
students to project them with much of knowledge.

11. What are the possible international standardized areas to explore/specialize in
Political Science?
Answer: The Political Science programme offers a wide range of possibilities to explore
internationally spanning the sub-fields of political processes, judicial behavior, political
theory, international and comparative politics as well as public administration, state and
local government.
12. What are the possible international standardized areas to explore/specialize in Law?
Answer: Apart from being a Lawyer, there are other possibilitiesassociated with this
subject both nationally as well as internationally.Make sure you pick a specialization that
interests you and you know you will be good at. Here are the top five specializations that
are gaining popularity globally:
 International Law
 Corporate Law
 Tax Law
 Intellectual Property Law
 Cyber Law
13. What are the careeropportunities of Triple Majors Law, Political Science &
Economics together?
Answer:
Career Prospects:










Government Agencies
International Organizations
Non-GovernmentalOrganization
Private Sector
Statutory Bodies
Tax/Financial Services
Journalism
Policy-Evaluation
Research

14. What are the career opportunities of Triple Majors Psychology, Political Science &
Economics together?
Answer:
Career Prospects:







Government Agencies
Banking and Finance
Politics
Journalism and Broadcasting
Law
Industry







Teaching
Social Work
Accountancy
Business Management
Many branches of the public services including the Civil and Diplomatic Services
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